INTRODUCTION
One of the most beautiful results concerning binomial coefficients is Lucas' Theorem [1, 2] . If 0.;;; B.;;; A are integers and p is a prime, write A and B in p-adic notation Our goal is to prove the following generalization of Lucas' Theorem which completely determines the value of any binomial coefficient modulo any prime power. The following example illustrates how this theorem can be used in a specific case. Note that we can always reduce the calculation to ordinary binomial coefficients.
Let p = 7 and s = 3, and suppose that the base 7 representations of A and B are A= 2413605 and B = 1261632. The following lemma will be useful. 
pk-j and the result follows by cancelling pB in the first factor. 
Bs-1
The result is also clear for r = s -1 since (~) = ( ~;), so we may assume r?!: s. We consider several cases, depending on the values of a 0 and bo. 
Assume that (2) holds for all integers
by the lemma. Since 0 ~ {3, ~a,< A, we may apply the induction hypothesis to (~;). We also note that formally, the expressions for IT (A, B) and IT (a" {3,) are identical except for two factors. Hence,
= ((X')(As-1)(As-1,1)-
If psI($~) then both sides of (2) Bs-1 Bs-1,1 and the right hand side of (5) is 1. For u > 0, we also have and so the right side of (5) becomes = (PfXu )(a") -
Thus it now suffices to show
Also, since t ~A it suffices to prove (6) modulo ps-t = p"+l. Finally, since p(cx,-{3,) = p( au -f3u)(mod p"+ 1 ), it suffices to show 1=f TI p(k +a,-~,)-j = l(modps-J...).
(7) j=1 k=fJu+1 pk- 1 We observe that px-j runs over a reduced residue system modulo pu+ 1 as 1 ~ j ~ p -1 and x runs over any pu consecutive integers. In (7), k runs over fJr-fJu = brpr + · · · + bu+ 1 Pu consecutive integers. This in (7), both p(k + ar-fJr)-j and pk-j runs over a reduced residue system modulo pu+\ exactly brpr-u + · · · + bu+ 1 times, which proves (7). 
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where Au > Bu for some u = s -t -1 > 0, and also
where Au ~ Bu + 1. By earlier remarks TI* is divisible by a non-negative power of p and so it suffices to show that where Au~ Bu + 1 and the rest is the same as Case 3.
